NATURAL GAS PRICE OUTLOOK

August 10th, 2020

The EIA reported an injection of 43 bcf last week - generally in
line with market expectations but 13 bcf and 1 bcf lower than the
same week last year and the same week of the five-year average.
This puts total storage levels at 3,375 bcf for the week ended
August 14th. And this equates to 595 and 442 bcf surpluses to last
year and the five-year average. The next three weeks’ builds are
estimated to total 150 bcf. If valid, the respective surpluses amend
to 528 & 409 bcf by September 4th.
We are estimating that end-of-season levels on October 31st will
total 4,025 bcf (if the facilities can indeed inject that much) - which
will be an all-time high level. But the market does not seem to be
concerned about any issue of “full storage” based on the recent
price run-up. Meanwhile Canadian storage is already 85% full and
two months left in injection season. This implies that exports there
will have to increase to the U.S. And European storage is already
90% and implies that LNG exports will still not have much room
to deliver there thru Fall even if the overseas price arb is open.

We ran our usual comparison of anticipated changes in year-on-year supply and demand - but over Nov-Mar withdrawal season instead of
the typical Apr-Oct injection season that we run. Now realize that there are more variables than ever surrounding lingering Covid demand
destruction and rapid well declines, acute shut-ins, and rig count recovery. And of course, it assumes normal weather and continuance of
current middling economic conditions. But we do think that it is fairly close (within 10%) notwithstanding extreme mild or cold weather.
The largest factor is a huge y-o-y delta in production levels - which we deem to average 5.4 bcf/d lower than last year. And lower Canadian
imports due to falling production there as well. A lot of the demand components are even more uncertain again due to Covid-effects; (i)
industrial and commercial demand still struggles with lower capacity utilization, (ii) power-gen demand lower due to loss of coal-to-gas
fuel switching with gas prices above $2.25 (note graphic where August has already lost 1 to 2 bcf/d on temp-neutral basis when prices shot
over $2.00), and (iv) the biggest factor likely being whether or not the overseas arbitrage will allow LNG exports to keep pace with last year
(weather-dependent on European Winter). Bottom line - the market is not grossly undersupplied, but much tighter than any recent winter.
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Despite lower U.S. production, good OPEC quota compliance,
and slowly improving global demand - we cannot get on board
with the idea that current WTI crude prices are near fair value
over $40, let alone warranting higher trade. And this view is
mostly due to continuing bulging U.S. inventories. Total U.S.
petroleum inventories stand at 1,444 million bbls - which is 145
million bbls above the same time last year and 41 million bbls
higher than the peak at the last major over-supply point in 2016.
U.S. gasoline demand is back near 90% of pre-Covid levels. But
distillate demand and especially jet fuel demand remain anemic.
Jet fuel is not really a big market relative to gasoline and distillate,
but it is still likely to be down 2 to 3 million bbls/d for a while as
global air travel may take years to return to “normal”. So we will
remain neutral to bearish prices expecting down to mid $30’s or
until current bloated crude and products stocks see big declines.

We provide all of the miscellaneous data below as a broad-view on the overall state of the U.S. economy. The relevance of same, other than
me once again berating previous and on-going Fed monetary policy, is the potential bearish effect later on for crude, gas and electricity
demand if this economy remains in recession or drifts even deeper. All of the economic points (and we could have dug up at least 10 more)
are quite negative - unemployment, hotel occupancy, rail traffic, and auto sales. And these would be much worse if not for $4+ trillion of
Fed-buying and money-printing - which cannot go on forever with a federal deficit of $2.4 trillion. Federal, state, and local tax revenues are
falling further fast. Whatever happens the next few months/years - it is not going to end well at some point with a U.S. economy supported
by the government’s magic wand. The point being - is that an utter economic collapse via lesser Fed support will crush energy demand.

Not writing the obituary just yet for this summer as another heat
wave could still show up late. But Summer 2020 certainly did not
live up to the price-hype. June and July averaged $23.43 and $18.97
ATC respectively for DAM and RTM. Add August’s short-lived
volatility and the Jun-Aug DAM and RTM likely end up around
$28.75 and $23.30 as high wind avails until recently kept prices low.
Ancillary prices will jump up a bit in August with the 8/14 - 8/16
relative system tightness. But overall these costs have been benign
with Jan thru Jul averaging $0.95 on a cost to-serve basis.
The implied theoretical system capacity changes really did in fact
make a real difference versus last year. And system load-shape
efficiency will improve further next summer as much more solar
comes on-line and mostly offsets and inversely correlates to the
summer load-shape of wind-gen relative to summer load profile.

Not a lot to glean from this but more so just a follow-up to what we
covered in our last installment - that coal generation in Texas is
dead and just doesn’t know it. And more coal plant retirements are
imminent and is just a matter of when not if. And not that we are
glad, as one day the ERCOT market’s reliance on renewables will
let the gird down big time at a critical time - probably not in the
summer, but on a very cold stretch of winter weather with high
demand and combined low wind and solar ensuing over time that a
lot of more-reliable thermal units were retired.
The one positive we do see out of the on-going solar surge is the
fact that, unlike wind that is mostly sited in sparsely populated
parts of the state, a substantial number of the utility-scale new solar
coming on next year and beyond will be sited closer to high-usage
urban areas. This will increase transmission and dispatch efficiency
for the system and alleviate import needs for the Houston zone.

This summer cooling season has been 1.5 degrees above normal 1.2 above
last year - so the market has continued to have good demand support from
the power-gen market. In ERCOT, June and July averaged 1.1 degrees
above the 30-year average and 2.0 degrees warmer than last year.
The long-lead Euro model is still keeping most of the above norms out west
and thusly tamping down overall power demand. And Texas has really dried
out over the summer - mostly out west. But the heat outbreaks that the state
had were relatively brief and mostly accompanied by wind-avails on the
high side. The dry soil conditions probably won’t have much of an effect in
the short term with August winding down. And Tropical System Marco may
dump some added moisture anyway. But we do want to watch the coming
months for any developing drought implications for Summer 21.
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